CAESAR Audit Tool

Funding: The project is co-financed by the European Union (Alpine Region Preparatory Action Funds - ARPAF)

A user friendly energy efficiency auditing software was developed for the
needs of all regions of the Alpine area and the demands of small enterprises
in particular, and shared within the partner network across the Alps. It is
available on-line at https://audit.project-caesar.eu/

Project budget: 256.767 EUR
Project duration: 01.08.2019 – 31.5.2021
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PROJECT RESULTS
»For small companies, determining energy saving potentials
often requires unproportionally high costs and efforts.
The CAESAR project, which after one and a half years of
activities is coming to an end, attempted to addresses the
opportunities that lie herein, and some of the obstacles on
the way. The five partner organisations and three observers
established a stakeholder network with the purpose of
strengthening cross-border cooperation and exchanging
experiences and best practices.

CAESAR Energy Efficiency Network

Booklet of Success Stories

CAESAR partner organizations, three observers and ten bisness clusters established a stakeholder network with the purpose
of strengthening cross-border cooperation and exchanging experiences and best practices in the field of energy efficiency
in SMEs.

CAESAR partners and involved business clusters produced a booklet of success stories showing how investing in energy efficiency
in SME scan bring value to all parties. Booklet is available on-line at https://bit.ly/3lILDQa

In order to support enterprises assess their energy efficiency
potentials, a low-barrier energy efficiency auditing software,
designed for the needs of all regions of the Alpine area and
the demands of small enterprises in particular, was developed
and shared within the partner network across the Alps. Energy
tutors were trained in online capacity-building sessions to
gain the competences needed to use the CAESAR energy
management tool and help enterprises improve their energy
efficiency.
All project results can be reached at the https://www.projectcaesar.eu/ «

The implementation of energy efficiency
The network held several interactive end
co-creation events to identify common
actions to be implemented in Alpine Space
in future to enhance energy efficiency
of SMEs. The network is open for any
interested organizations sharing our vision
and values to join.
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Key Challenge
DEM has identified the opportunity to explore in-depth the potential use of waste heat as an energy resource
and as part of this improve the heating system in the 100-year-old hydro powerplant museum Fala, via recovery
of low-temperature waste heat produced as part of the cooling process in the adjacent hydro powerplant. The
room with an outstanding museum value was heated by the electrical fan heaters. Fan heaters use electricity
as a heat source. They operated depending on the selected speed regardless of the required room temperature.
With the activation of the individual heat exchanger, the heating operation was only controlled manually. Such

caused the museum space to be heated with interruptions, where temperature in the room varies con4.2 Developingsystem
a Corporate
Energy Strategy
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ited objects in the museum and the user experience. The initial economic forecast for replacing this outdated
Company: SIAP CARRARO
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payback period of around 8 years, which is in line with investment requirements of the company.
Country/Region: investment
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Solution
DEM’s pilot project Fala, concentrated on waste-heat recovery system application in hydro power plant, utilising
a low temperature waste heat source, for the purpose of space heating at the on-site museum building. The
waste heat that occurs in the process of operation and cooling of the electricity generation aggregator will be
recovered via water/water heat pump. The aggregator operates between 6000 to 6500 hours per annum. The
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Thanks to its impressive technological competence, SIAP can offer a broad product range for various application spheres: from drivelines for construction and agricultural applications to wind-powered generators, railway
and automotive applications, material handling.

»The implementation of energy efficiency
measures not only improves the
competitiveness of our enterprises, it also
forms a key element to reach Europe’s
energy and climate targets 2030.
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Ulrich Santa, CAESAR Lead partner, Leader
of EUSALP Action Group 9”

SIAP produces shaved or ground cylindrical gears, straight bevel gears, lapped or ground spiral bevel gears,
shaped or broached epicycloidal ring gears, hobbed or rolled drive shafts with shaved or ground finishing.
This project is co-financed by the European Union

Solution
Key Challenge

Resalta, as a provider of comprehensive energy solutions, provided Terme 3000 Moravske Toplice with an energy supply contract to provide heat from geothermal sources to the hotel and spa.
Products include:
The challenge for the BTC Company was to provide sufficient energy for heating the facilities of Atlantis Water
Resalta’s long term solution was to direct the heat energy of the geothermal well more efficiently. Two new
• Cut steel: cylindrical helical and spur gears for applications in the railway, agricultural, construction equipment
Park in a sustainable and cost-efficient way, while there was waste heat being generated at the nearby Aquawater circuits were installed, using heat exchangers to extract heat from the source in order to simultaneously
and automotive sectors.
filSLO d.o.o. industrial facility in the form of the vapor from the process of chemical recycling (ECONYL® Regencool thermal waters for spa use and heat sanitary water as well as non-mineral pools in the hotel.This solution
eratin System). The vapor had to be cooled down before it was discharged into the municipal sewage system.
• Ring gears for planetaryresulted
drives for
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truck. levels of minerals in the natural pool water, less clogin aconstruction
far more energy
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system, and
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The company used electrically powered air coolers, using additional energy.
ging and a smooth and reliable functioning of the circuits. Resalta has installed all the new equipment and is
• Bevel gears for differential units and drivelines for the agricultural, construction equipment and automotive
selling the exchanged heat to Terme 3000 Moravci applying ESCO model.
There was a win-win potential challenging both companies to enter into the industrial symbiosis project with an
sectors.
objective to reduce operational costs and save CO2 emissions at the same time.
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applications.
rect energy use. The primary and secondary circuits are separated by two heat exchangers. The secondary cirSolution
cuit will thus be closed. Due to the large amount of deposited solid compounds and limescale on the pipe walls,
their use is impossible, so it is necessary to carry out a complete reconstruction of mechanical installations
The solution was implemented in a way that tothat take care of the distribution and regulation of the source and preparation of hot sanitary water.
tal thermal requirements of Atlantis Water Park
With the implementation of the project, no solids are deposited on the walls of the pipelines on the secondary
are covered by the waste heat generated at
project is co-financed by the European Union
side and thusThis
blockages
have been eliminated. The primary open circuit and the heat exchanger, which are use
ECONYL® Regeneration System. Approximately
alternately, are cleaned regularly.
7.000 MWh of thermal energy per year is transferred to the water park by the heat exchangers, installed at the AquafilSLO facility.

The main infrastructural investments needed
for the supplying of the waste heat to water
park were investments in heat exchangers at
the industrial facility and the pipelines needed
for transporting the thermal power.
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recovered via water/water heat pump. The aggregator operates between 6000 to 6500 hours per annum. The
resulted in a far more energy efficient system, adequate levels of minerals in the natural pool water, less clogheat pump is operated via low temperature heat from cooling liquid during the operation of the aggregator, and
ging and a smooth and reliable functioning of the circuits. Resalta has installed all the new equipment and is
with river water during periods when the aggregator is not in operation. In addition, a small storage tank for waKey Challenge
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truck.
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of the project, geothermal water from is once again used to provide heating. This means that the energy used
tal thermal requirements of Atlantis Water Park
sectors.
to cool the well water from 69 ° C to 47 ° C can be usefully recuperated and used to heat domestic hot water,
are covered by the waste heat generated at
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ECONYL® Regeneration System. Approximately
7.000 MWh of thermal energy per year is transferred to the water park by the heat exchangers, installed at the AquafilSLO facility.

The main infrastructural investments needed
for the supplying of the waste heat to water
park were investments in heat exchangers at
the industrial facility and the pipelines needed
for transporting the thermal power.

It was also necessary to make a new pipe connection from the external collection basin for geothermal water to
the distributor for swimming pools. In this case, it was not possible to avoid the deposition of solids in the pipeline, as natural highly mineralized geothermal water from the well must enter the pools. With the implementation
of the project, geothermal water from is once again used to provide heating. This means that the energy used
to cool the well water from 69 ° C to 47 ° C can be usefully recuperated and used to heat domestic hot water,
water in other pools and air.
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The partners AquafilSLO and BTC Company
shared the investment costs.

The partners AquafilSLO and BTC Company
shared the investment costs.
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